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American Clay Plaster - Loma™

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Plaster - Loma™ conveys the essence of suede
through its sensuous matte surfaces. Made with reclaimed
marble sand and multiple clays, our patented formula offers a
remarkable breadth of surface possibilities. Loma™ is also the
basecoat for our Lomalina™, Porcelina™, and Marittimo™
plasters, and can be used as a second coat.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A proprietary blend of clays and marble sand.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 50 lb. bags (22.67 kg)
Coverage:
» 180 to 220 square feet per 50 lb. bag (per coat)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.
Mixing:

MANUFACTURER

Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/2 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
First Coat Application:
» The first coat of plaster is always Loma™.
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the first coat as thin as one
credit card.
» Let first coat dry completely.
Second Coat Application:
» The second coat can be Loma™, Lomalina™, Porcelina™ or
Marittimo™.
» Apply Loma™ as thin as one credit card, Lomalina™ a bit
thinner than one credit card, Porcelina™ as thick as one
business card and Marittimo™ slightly thicker than one
credit card.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» Burnishing (optional): done after hard troweling. Let plaster
set, so it is not quite so wet, and use plastic trowel to avoid
leaving gray “burn” marks.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
»

PRODUCT
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PRODUCT
American Clay Plaster - Lomalina™

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Plaster - Lomalina™ is the best of two
worlds…smooth Porcelain-like finish combined with the
luminous and subtle texture of Loma™. With the
application ease of Loma™ and the silky softness of
Porcelina™, Lomalina™ is a truly desirable finish.
Lomalina™ is used as a second coat only.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A proprietary blend of clays and marble sand.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 50 lb. bags (22.67 kg)
Coverage:
» 200 to 250 square feet per 50 lb. bag (per coat)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.

MANUFACTURER

Mixing:
» Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/2 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
First Coat Application:
» The first coat of plaster is always Loma™.
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the first coat as thin as one
credit card.
» Let first coat dry completely.
Second Coat Application:
» The second coat can be Loma™, Lomalina™, Porcelina™ or
Marittimo™.
» Apply Loma™ as thin as one credit card, Lomalina™ a bit
thinner than one credit card, Porcelina™ as thick as one
business card and Marittimo™ slightly thicker than one
credit card.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» Burnishing (optional): done after hard troweling. Let plaster
set, so it is not quite so wet, and use plastic trowel to avoid
leaving gray “burn” marks.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
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American Clay Plaster - Porcelina™

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Plaster - Porcelina™ is satin-smooth and easily
blended for a marble-like surface. This product is often
compared to the Venetian plasters of Italy. The quality of
Porcelina™ is similar to the porcelain ceramic for which it was
named. Porcelina™ is used as a second coat only.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A proprietary blend of clays and marble sand.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 50 lb. bags (22.67 kg)
Coverage:
» 300 to 400 square feet per 50 lb. bag (per coat)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.
Mixing:

MANUFACTURER

Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/2 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
First Coat Application:
» The first coat of plaster is always Loma™.
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the first coat as thin as one
credit card.
» Let first coat dry completely.
Second Coat Application:
» The second coat can be Loma™, Lomalina™, Porcelina™ or
Marittimo™.
» Apply Loma™ as thin as one credit card, Lomalina™ a bit
thinner than one credit card, Porcelina™ as thick as one
business card and Marittimo™ slightly thicker than one
credit card.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» Burnishing (optional): done after hard troweling. Let plaster
set, so it is not quite so wet, and use plastic trowel to avoid
leaving gray “burn” marks.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
»

PRODUCT
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American Clay Plaster - Marittimo™

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Plaster - Marittimo™ is a name created with the
sea (or mar) at its core. Marittimo™ uses recycled, crushed
shells from the U.S. Gulf Coast. This finish lends itself to a
smooth waxy feel or a textural sand finish depending on your
choice of application. Marittimo™ is used as a second
coat only.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A proprietary blend of clays and marble sand.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 50 lb. bags (22.67 kg)
Coverage:
» 160 to 180 square feet per 50 lb. bag (per coat)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.
Mixing:

MANUFACTURER

Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/2 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
First Coat Application:
» The first coat of plaster is always Loma™.
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the first coat as thin as one
credit card.
» Let first coat dry completely.
Second Coat Application:
» The second coat can be Loma™, Lomalina™, Porcelina™ or
Marittimo™.
» Apply Loma™ as thin as one credit card, Lomalina™ a bit
thinner than one credit card, Porcelina™ as thick as one
business card and Marittimo™ slightly thicker than one
credit card.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» Burnishing (optional): done after hard troweling. Let plaster
set, so it is not quite so wet, and use plastic trowel to avoid
leaving gray “burn” marks.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
»

PRODUCT
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American Clay Plaster - Enjarre™

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Plaster - Enjarre™ is our only single-coat product.
This application eliminates some of the labor and cost typically
involved in finishing a wall. It can be applied to achieve a range
of finishes, from very smooth to rustic and textured. Enjarre™
can be used as a basecoat for our other products.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A proprietary blend of clays and marble sand.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 63 lb. bags (28.56 kg)
Coverage:
» 100 to 140 square feet per 63 lb. bag (per coat)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.
Mixing:

MANUFACTURER

Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/3 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
Single Coat Application:
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the coat of plaster as thin as
2 credit cards for Enjarre™.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
»
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American Clay Primer Sand

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Primer Sand is meant to be mixed with an
approved paint primer and then rolled onto your wall. This
creates tooth that aids American Clay plasters in properly
adhering to the surface. Primer Sand is a replacement for our
Sanded Primer Elite (discontinued in 2011),

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A mixture of sand aggregates.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 1 lb. bags or 25 lb. bulk boxes
Coverage:
» 1 lb. of Primer Sand per gallon of paint primer

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.
Mixing:

MANUFACTURER

Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/2 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
First Coat Application:
» The first coat of plaster is always Loma™.
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the first coat as thin as one
credit card.
» Let first coat dry completely.
Second Coat Application:
» The second coat can be Loma™, Lomalina™, Porcelina™ or
Marittimo™.
» Apply Loma™ as thin as one credit card, Lomalina™ a bit
thinner than one credit card, Porcelina™ as thick as one
business card and Marittimo™ slightly thicker than one
credit card.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» Burnishing (optional): done after hard troweling. Let plaster
set, so it is not quite so wet, and use plastic trowel to avoid
leaving gray “burn” marks.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
»

PRODUCT
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American Clay Up & EZ!

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Up & EZ! is a polymer additive that can be used
as a binder and may eliminate the use of the acrylic-based
primer in our plaster system. Priming will still be necessary on
outside corners and other vulnerable areas which need extra
protection.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A proprietary blend of aggregates and polymers.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 1 lb. bags
Coverage:
» 1 bag of Up & EZ! binder per bag of plaster

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.
Mixing:

MANUFACTURER

Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/2 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
First Coat Application:
» The first coat of plaster is always Loma™.
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the first coat as thin as one
credit card.
» Let first coat dry completely.
Second Coat Application:
» The second coat can be Loma™, Lomalina™, Porcelina™ or
Marittimo™.
» Apply Loma™ as thin as one credit card, Lomalina™ a bit
thinner than one credit card, Porcelina™ as thick as one
business card and Marittimo™ slightly thicker than one
credit card.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» Burnishing (optional): done after hard troweling. Let plaster
set, so it is not quite so wet, and use plastic trowel to avoid
leaving gray “burn” marks.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
»
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American Clay Color Pigments

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Color Pigments contain naturally occurring
mineral pigments, which means they are resistant to UV light
and fading. American Clay pigments are placed in individual
packs that are pre-measured to be added to one bag of plaster.
Individual color packs will vary in weight depending on how
much pigment is used to create that specific color.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» A proprietary blend of mineral pigments.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» Individually packaged in plastic bags in varying weights
Coverage:
» 1 color pack per bag of plaster (standard colors)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Preparation:
» Complete any “General Preparation” steps required to bring
the surface to a relatively flat, dust free, well-bonded
surface. For instructions regarding specific substrates,
please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Room should be at least 50°F (10°C).
Masking:
» Protect floors with drop cloths or plastic. Tape all adjacent
surfaces. Keep tape 1/8” (3 mm) away from the surface
being plastered, so tape does not pull off any plaster when
tape is removed.
Applying Sanded Primer:
» Coat the entire surface with an approved multipurpose,
transitional or stain-blocking paint primer mixed with
American Clay Primer Sand. For the most up to date list of
approved primers, please visit www.americanclay.com.
» Apply a second coat on all outside corners and other
vulnerable areas.
Mixing:

MANUFACTURER

Pour 1 3/4 gallons (6.62 L) of water into a 5 to 15 gallon (20
to 60 L) plastic container. Add 1/2 bag plaster and mix.
» Add one bag of Up & EZ! binder and mix completely.
» Add enough water to dry color pigment to create a slurry
and mix (optional, helps prevent starring.)
» Add pigment (wet or dry) to bucket and mix.
» Add remaining plaster and more water if needed to bring
plaster to a “soft-serve ice cream” consistency.
» Let plaster sit for 30 minutes prior to application and remix.
First Coat Application:
» The first coat of plaster is always Loma™.
» Using a hawk and trowel, apply the first coat as thin as one
credit card.
» Let first coat dry completely.
Second Coat Application:
» The second coat can be Loma™, Lomalina™, Porcelina™ or
Marittimo™.
» Apply Loma™ as thin as one credit card, Lomalina™ a bit
thinner than one credit card, Porcelina™ as thick as one
business card and Marittimo™ slightly thicker than one
credit card.
» Apply plaster in vertical strips, trying to avoid horizontal
seams. Maintain a wet edge at all times and go from one
edge of the wall to the other without breaking.
» Adjust the texture: when wall is "leather hard" you may
smooth the wall by hard troweling, remove trowel marks
with a dry sponge, or create an evenly rough surface by
rubbing the entire surface with a dry sponge.
Compression:
» Compression is mandatory. This step must be completed to
ensure proper installation.
» Sand Finish: after the wall is dry, mist wall lightly then rub
the wall in a circular motion with a dry tile sponge. Then
brush excess sand off wall.
» Matte finish: lightly mist dry plaster, so surface is fully damp
but water is not running down wall. Hard trowel with
Japanese steel trowel.
» Burnishing (optional): done after hard troweling. Let plaster
set, so it is not quite so wet, and use plastic trowel to avoid
leaving gray “burn” marks.
» The wall should feel smooth and stable, not sandy, dusty or
“hairy” when you finish.
Storage:
» American Clay plaster may be stored wet in the bucket for
up to six months.
» It is recommended that the plaster be dried out on a sheet
of plastic and rehydrated with water for repairs (additional
Up & EZ! will need to be added upon rehydration).
»

PRODUCT
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PRODUCT
American Clay Penetrating Sealer

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Penetrating Sealer is a product used to produce
a low-sheen layer of protection as well as some increased
hardness to clay plaster walls. Please note, using sealers over
American Clay plasters can create issues with color and
repairability.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» An acrylic soy resin blend.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 1 gallon or 5 gallon containers
Coverage:
» 150 to 200 square feet per gallon (per coat) on first coat
» 250 to 350 square feet per gallon (per coat) on subsequent
coats

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Pre-Sealing Application Preparation:
» Complete all application steps up to and including
compression.
» Protect adjacent surfaces that you do not want sealed.
» Using a soft brush remove loose material and dust from the
surface.
Mixing:
» Shake sealer before using.
» Use a ratio of 1 part Penetrating Sealer to 1 part water for
the first coat. If you wish to prevent the sealer from
deepening the color, dilute 1 part Penetrating Sealer with 2
parts water.
» Use a ratio of 1 part Penetrating Sealer to 1 part water for
the second coat.
» Subsequent coats may be applied full strength (1 part water
to1 part Penetrating Sealer), but continue to cut with water
if you want low sheen (so that it doesn't look different from
surrounding plaster that is not sealed).

MANUFACTURER

Application:
» Walls must be completely dry prior to application.
» A minimum of two coats of Penetrating Sealer is
recommended for increased hardness and water resistance.
Subsequent coats will simply add sheen.
» Never apply the first coat with a sponge, brush, or roller—
lap-marks will show. It is recommended that you use a
pump-style garden sprayer.
» To minimize drips, spray with a sweeping side to side
motion, overlapping the spray pattern slightly and working
from the bottom of the wall to the top.
» Allow sealer to soak in for several minutes, and then lightly
blot drips or pooled sealer with a damp sponge.
» Let first coat dry completely.
» Apply second coat when dry (this may be troweled for a
smooth surface). The second coat will tend to drip more
than the first so using a damp sponge to blot the drips is
critical.
» If applying more than two coats, let the second coat dry
completely and repeat the same process to apply additional
coats of sealer. However, in either case, let the final coat of
sealer dry for 72 hours.
» Clean tools immediately with warm water.
» Note: using tape for protection or as a guide when using
sealer, the lines will show. If this is not the look you want,
do not use tape.
» For virtually invisible sealing of the bottom of walls without
base boards (optional): use a ratio of 1 part Penetrating
Sealer to 3 parts water for the first coat and spray on
bottom 10-12”. Use a ratio of 1 part Penetrating Sealer to 1
part water for the second coat and spray on bottom 8”. Do
not tape the lines.
Storing Sealer:
» Store in a cool place with a tight lid until used.
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PRODUCT
American Clay Gloss Sealer

DESCRIPTION
American Clay Gloss Sealer is a product used to enhance
surface sheen while providing additional resistance to water and
making the surface easier to clean. Please note, using sealers
over American Clay plasters can create issues with color and
repairability.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:
» An acrylic soy resin blend.
Limitations:
» For interior use only. Not applicable for exterior projects.
» Not to be applied over substrates which are subject to
movement from absorption and excessive moisture (e.g.:
wallpaper, wood) and ill-prepared old substrates.
Packaging:
» 1 gallon or 5 gallon containers
Coverage:
» 250 to 350 square feet per gallon (per coat)

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Pre-Sealing Application Preparation:
» Complete all application steps up to and including
compression.
» Protect adjacent surfaces that you do not want sealed.
» Using a soft brush remove loose material and dust from the
surface.
Mixing:
» Shake sealer before using.
» Use a ratio of 1 part Penetrating Sealer to 1 part water for
the first coat. If you wish to prevent the sealer from
deepening the color, dilute 1 part Penetrating Sealer with 2
parts water.
» Use a ratio of 1 part Gloss Sealer to 1 part water for the
second coat.
» Subsequent coats may be applied full strength (1 part water
to 1 part Gloss Sealer).

MANUFACTURER

Application:
» Walls must be completely dry prior to application.
» A minimum of two coats of sealer is recommended for
increased hardness and water resistance. Subsequent coats
will simply add sheen.
» Never apply the first coat with a sponge, brush, or roller—
lap-marks will show. It is recommended that you use a
pump-style garden sprayer.
» To minimize drips, spray with a sweeping side to side
motion, overlapping the spray pattern slightly and working
from the bottom of the wall to the top.
» Allow sealer to soak in for several minutes, and then lightly
blot drips or pooled sealer with a damp sponge.
» Let first coat dry completely.
» Apply second coat when dry (this may be troweled for a
smooth surface). The second coat will tend to drip more
than the first so using a damp sponge to blot the drips is
critical.
» If applying more than two coats, let the second coat dry
completely and repeat the same process to apply additional
coats of sealer. However, in either case, let the final coat of
sealer dry for 72 hours.
» Clean tools immediately with warm water.
» Note: using tape for protection or as a guide when using
sealer, the lines will show. If this is not the look you want,
do not use tape.
» For virtually invisible sealing of the bottom of walls without
base boards (optional): use a ratio of 1 part Penetrating
Sealer to 3 parts water for the first coat and spray on
bottom 10-12”. Use a ratio of 1 part Gloss Sealer to 1 part
water for the second coat and spray on bottom 8”. Do not
tape the lines.
Storing Sealer:
» Store in a cool place with a tight lid until used.
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